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Founder of the General Assembly is a gathering of a company stockholders and a
group of people who create the company body corporate. Founder of the General
assembly is the highest decision-making center of the company and also its
regulations assembly. Actually, Founder of the General Assembly resembling the
legislative assembly in a country that the company affairs are run via it. Founder of
the General Assembly is formed before founding of the company and its duties
include investigating of founder's reports and their approval, subscription attainment
of the whole shares of the company and necessary paying, the approval of the
company statutes project and if necessary its reforming, choosing the first managers
and inspector or inspectors of the company, determining mass-circulation
newspapers which any type of invitation and next announcements for the stock
holder till forming the first normal general assembly are published on them, approval
of founders' non-cash income and benefits that some of the stockholders have
demanded. In the first session, the quorum to form Founder of General Assembly
includes stockholders who own more than half of the stock and are present in the
meeting .If in the first session this rate hasn't been obtained, in the second or third,
the stock of the company is formed by a simple majority of vote. Enough quorum for
obtaining the vote is two of the three of the presence vote in the meeting. Different
issues are proposed about the assembly .Whether the formation of this assembly in
the joint stock company is to be raised or not? What's the duty of Founder of General
Assembly? Does Founder of the General Assembly have the authority of changing
statutes project or not? How's quorum recognition and decision making? What's the
grantee of non-observation execution? In this thesis it's been tried to investigate
these issues and other issues that are proposed.
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General Assembly, Duties and quorum recognition and decision-making.
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